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This 1856 Quindaro plat map included a picture of the town’s namesake, Quindaro Nancy Brown Qutherie.
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New England migrants sang about making Kansas Territory “the homestead of the free.” Abolitionist poet 
John Greenleaf Whittier held up the free-state settlers as noble emigrants, distinguishing them from other 
northerners who gave “six days to Mammon, one to cant.”1 But Kansas free-state settlers were not immune 
to the lures of Mammon. The ideals of the advanced northern society encompassed material development 

as much as they did antislavery, temperance reform, and good schools. As histories of Bleeding Kansas acknowledge, 
desire for economic gain drew migrants and exacerbated the political conflict over slavery.2 The rise and fall of Quindaro 
provides a microhistory of how deeply intertwined economics and antislavery ideology became for some free-state 
settlers.

Whittier’s poem honored the treason prisoners, men such as Charles Robinson, who had been jailed in 1856 by the 
federal government for leading the free-state movement. Robinson, a Massachusetts doctor who came to Kansas as an 
employee of the New England Emigrant Aid Company (NEEAC), was as deeply involved in town founding and land 
speculation as he was in antislavery politics. Arrested during the summer of Bleeding Kansas, Robinson was released 
from custody in September 1856. He then approached fellow freestater Abelard Guthrie to gain access to lands owned 
by Guthrie and the Wyandot tribe.3  
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The resulting town company, formed on November 
1, 1856, took its name from Nancy Quindaro Guthrie, 
Abelard’s Wyandot wife. Quindaro means “bundle of 
sticks,” which one freestater found an apt metaphor 
for free-state solidarity against the proslavery Border 
Ruffians. Several of Robinson’s business partners were 
also prominent in the free-state movement. Guthrie had 
been a delegate to the Big Springs convention at the be-
ginning of the movement, and S. N. Simpson acted as 
agent for eastern investors in addition to supervising aid 
from the East sent to victims of proslavery attacks. Each 
partner in the Quindaro Town Company received 10 per-
cent of the lots, with the profits from the remaining lots to 
be divided equally. A certain number of shares were to be 
sold to merchants and residents of the territory at a fixed 
price of $150 per share, while most of the remainder were 
to be sold on the market.4 

The town was founded as a money-making specu-
lation, a common reason for establishing new towns in 
the West. Land speculation had a long history before the 
founding of Quindaro. George Washington engaged in 
it, and Charles Dickens satirized it in one of his novels. 
As Gunja SenGupta has noted, even missionaries and 
freestaters hoped to profit personally on the frontier.5  

Robinson picked Quindaro’s location as the most suit-
able for a port along the Missouri River between Kansas 
City and Leavenworth. With deep water and a “solid” 
rock ledge, the spot promised to be free of sandbars and 
thus an excellent landing site for steamships, although the 
bluffs rose high over the river.6 Quindaro settler Albert C. 
Morton spoke of the difficulty of renting one property be-
cause “it is imposible to get any whare [nigh?] it without 
going up the holler and comeing around on the hill & then 
come down.”7 The town company had ambitious plans 
for schools, churches, streets, a cemetery, a park, a court 
square, and even an athenaeum. These elaborate plans 
matched the rhetoric of free-state songs, which boasted 
of planting New England’s “common schools / on dis-
tant prairie swells” and filling “the Sabbaths of the wild 
/ [with] The music of her bells.”8 O. A. Bassett published 
a detailed map of the proposed town a month after its 
founding, showing a metropolis with ten streets that ran 
from the river southward and over twenty blocks from 
east to west. A picture of Nancy Guthrie graced the top 
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corner. Such grandiosity was typical of town-founding in 
the antebellum West.9  

Among the notable purchasers of shares were the 
NEEAC, G. W. Collamore, George S. Park, and Thaddeus 
Hyatt. All had free-state connections. In fact, Robinson’s 
biographer argues that the town was founded in part to 
give free-state men an entry point into Kansas Territory 
that proslavery Missourians could not interdict. 
Advertisements instructed emigrants to buy tickets 
at St. Louis for Quindaro, “the Free State town on the 
Missouri.”10  

Its founders’ political and reform views made Quindaro 
notable among other frontier town speculations. In her 
first piece for the Quindaro Chindowan, editor and New 
England migrant Clarina Nichols enunciated the free-state 
creed: “As a people we claim the right of self-government, 
and are justly indignant at a usurpation which attempts to 
govern us by laws made for us, not by us.”11 Here, Nichols 
referred to the election frauds that had given proslavery 
men control of the territorial legislature and led to the 
creation of the free-state movement, but freestaters also 
made an economic critique of slavery: that it “degraded” 
labor.12 Freestaters favored many reforms: Robinson was 
sympathetic to both black and woman rights; editor 
Nichols was an abolitionist, suffragist, and temperance 
advocate; and townspeople aided fugitive slaves.13  

However, Quindaro was fundamentally a risky eco-
nomic speculation. Investors counted on its location to 
bring migrants, and its promoters advertised it as the 
more convenient river landing for those moving to the 
northern settlements in Kansas. A railroad was expected 
to connect Quindaro with several other lines and the main 
Kansas settlements. Morton, writing during the boom of 

summer 1857, noted, “I am on the Look out for this Rail 
Road which there is no doubt what it will come here, but 
should it not it will set things back a great deal.” At public 
meetings, speakers extolled a railroad’s economic bene-
fits, and delegates were chosen to represent Quindaro in 
steering the railroad toward the town.14  

Although Quindaro’s investors needed to work 
together, they quarreled constantly. Eli Thayer, the 
founder of the NEEAC, thought Robinson was exploiting 
the company by using his position as its agent to favor 
his private interests over those of the NEEAC. When the 
NEEAC sold a steam mill to the Quindaro Town Company 
for only $4,500, Thayer’s suspicions were aroused, as 
he believed it to be worth at least $10,000. Robinson, 
while denying the accusations and professing loyalty to 
the NEEAC, complained about favoritism to Samuel C. 
Pomeroy, another of the company’s agents.15 

Bitter infighting eventually emerged among the town 
company associates. Guthrie charged that the articles 
of association were not drawn up as he had expected, 
providing just the first indication that Simpson was a 
“rascil” and Robinson not much better.16 Simpson had 
taken money from Hiram Hill, a New York investor, 
to buy lots in Quindaro but failed to provide any 
information about the purchase. Hill learned that others 
had similarly been “gouge[d]” out of their money by 
Simpson, who had put lots purchased for out-of-town 
investors in his own name. Because Simpson then left 
town, ownership could not be straightened out until he 
returned. It also appeared that Simpson had “carried 
away funds belonging to the [Quindaro] Company to a 
large amount.”17 Abelard Guthrie concluded, “If any one 
desservers the penertensary it is S.N. Simpson for Life.”18  
Robinson tried to smooth over the dispute: “He presumes 
the matter will be made all right between the Company 
and Mr. S.”19 Guthrie’s ire also focused on Robinson for 
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having “used up the whole of the company’s money, 
amounting to near one hundred thousand dollars. A few 
thousand of this large amount were lavishly expended 
upon works so badly constructed as to be worthless, and 
in other transactions never authorized nor dreamed of by 
the Company.” Although engineers estimated that street 
grading should cost $3,000, it had cost almost four times 
as much.20  

Despite the growing conflict, for a time there 
seemed reason to hope for Quindaro’s success. Eastern 
investors bought town lots and shared with residents 
a deep interest in the town’s prosperity and potential 
for profit. Improvements such as street grading were 

under way in addition to the construction of stores 
and a hotel. The 1856 migration season brought as 
many as thirty-six steamboats a week to the town 
landing, and stagecoaches ran on routes between 
Lawrence, Quindaro, and Leavenworth.21 Morton 
happily reported that “the population of Quindaro 
is increasing every day,” with half the newcomers 
“Ladies,” a sign of permanence. Property was selling 
briskly at good prices. With a population of six 
hundred at its height, the town had a forty-five-room 
hotel, assorted stores, a sawmill and lumberyard, two 
churches, and Nichols’s newspaper.22  

The Chindowan’s editor promoted not just free-state 
and reform causes but also commerce. A good booster, 
Nichols insisted on Kansas’s “remarkable prosperity.” 
She could not resist, however, pointing out that the 
prosperity was remarkable precisely because of “the 
unparalleled obstacles” that had to be overcome 
politically. She argued that “had the emigrants been 
allowed to make homes and improve their condition 
quietly, fewer eyes would have been turned upon 
the Territory, and probably many years would have 
slipped away, before its advantages would have 
been as generally known as they now are.” But every 
man who was driven out, and everyone who wrote 
about the “outrages” that free-state settlers suffered, 
provided “glowing descriptions of soil, climate and 
face of the country.”23  Nichols seemed not to perceive 
that her admission of political turmoil and settler 
suffering contradicted her assertions of the settlers’ 
prosperity, but Quindaro’s founding coincided with 
a calm in the territory’s turbulent politics. 

The fighting that had marked the summer of 1856 
was largely over. Investor Hiram Hill said, “The border 
Ruffians are as tame as a pack of Whipt spaniels.” Because 
the proslavery men, too, wished to make money in town 
building, they were disinclined to renew hostilities and risk 
scaring away free-state investors. Quindaro’s settlement 
and building peaked during the Lecompton controversy 
over the submission of a proslavery state constitution 
to Congress. After considerable political maneuvering, 
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Studio portrait of Quindaro Chindowan editor, Clarina Irene Howard 
Nichols, circa 1845 to 1861. She was a free-state proponent, Quindaro 
town booster, and later women’s rights advocate who had come to Kansas 
Territory as a member of the New England Emigrant Aid Company.
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Congress returned the Lecompton Constitution to Kansas, 
where voters rejected it. At roughly the same time, the 
election of a territorial legislature—despite new charges 
of proslavery fraud—secured freestater control of that 
body.24  

Although Kansas would not gain admission to 
the Union until 1861, the defeat of Lecompton 
and the new willingness of territorial officials 
to thwart fraud, thus allowing free-state 

election victories, largely brought the Civil War to an end in 
Kansas. The conflict shaped the background of Quindaro’s 
founding and settlement but did not materially affect 
the town’s development. Quindaro residents continued 
work on the town—grading an “Avinew” and asking the 
legislature for a city charter—at the same time that they 
went to the polls to support the free-state cause.25 The 
conflict over slavery had diverted settlers from their quest 
for economic gain; the resolution of Bleeding Kansas 
allowed them to return to western pioneers’ ultimate 
goal, improving their material circumstances. 

The real blow to Quindaro’s prospects came with 
the Panic of 1857. That spring, one investor thought, 
“the Speckulating fever beginds to Subside a Little.”26  
But the seeming boom continued through the summer. 
Morton reported the arrival of new migrants and contin-
ued building, although he noted that “things have been 
very quiet this far some few weeaks.” The emigration 
continued into August, “getting greater & greater every 
day.” Morton observed that “Thare is more building be-
ing her[e] now than has been at any other time.” Even 
when it became “rather dul here,” with shares hard to 
sell, settlers nonetheless expected the “fall Emmigration” 
to restore economic activity.27 Nor did knowledge of the 
Panic dim speculative enthusiasm. A. Suttle believed that 
eastern unemployment would stimulate migration with a 

little advertisement: “There are large numbers of mechan-
ics out of employment” who might migrate to Quindaro if 
only “people were better informed.”28  

But the fall of 1857 did not bring prosperity. In August, 
one of New York’s largest banks failed, bringing on a major 
financial panic. Bank failures spread and credit tightened, 
leading to “financial stringency.” Unemployment rose as 
construction and manufacturing faltered. From Buffalo, 
New York, Suttle reported “the hardest times you ever 
seen,” with business “failures” every day. With no end 
of the Panic in sight, “the Banks have lost Confidence 
in evybody. And very few are entitled to Confidence.” 
Mechanics were out of work, and “the people are Really 
poor.” Suttle found that “no one has the Money to buy 
Real Estate is quite unsaleble here at any price.” His plans 
to sell stock ran up against “the hardest times here in 
money matters that has ben for years Very many falours 
have taken place here and many more will follow no 
doubt.”29 

Suttle expected that “Quandaro may not progress as 
rapidly as is desirable” because of “the extreme tight-
ness of the Money Market in all the Eastern Cities.” 
Nonetheless, he retained faith in Quindaro’s “final pros-
perity and success,” in part because of its “good landing 
its geographical Position and the character of her inhab-
itants.” He feared only that “non Resident speculators” 
would get control of too much of the “most desirable 
property,” preventing “Mechanics of small means” from 
settling there.30 

Although investor Hiram Hill’s shares were not sell-
ing, his agent, Charles Chadwick, evinced optimism that 
“prices keep up well, & that the next month will open 
business again.” Over two weeks later, Chadwick still 
could not sell the shares “at any price.” But he hoped 
“buyers will be coming in soon.” Chadwick continued to 
make reassuring statements that the town was “improv-
ing . . . and I think the future for it, is favorable.” Share 
prices were bound to double.31 

By spring 1858, investors complained of the difficulty 
of selling shares and the low prices obtained. Chadwick 
still hoped “yet to see immigrants coming in—and specu-
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lators too.” He reported continued development: a “fine 
ware house” was going up, and the avenue was being 
graded. Spring did bring in more settlers, including “two 
Gentleman from Buffaloo N. York” who were to build 
a “Large sash & Blind Factory.” In addition, residents 
were constructing brick homes and multistory brick busi-
nesses.32 Historian David Hamer pointed out that brick 
buildings were important to those assessing a town’s 
prospects, as they demonstrated its elegance and per-
manence. Although Morton had not been able to sell the 
store that he and Hill owned, and land was selling very 
cheaply, this construction gave Morton “some hopes” that 
they would get their “money back.”33 

Quindaro residents still dreamed of a railroad. To lobby 
for its development, Robinson returned to Washington, 

D.C. But the Panic of 1857 had 
brought railroad construction in 
the West to a veritable halt. Crop 
prices were low, and there was no 
point in building railroads to trans-
port unprofitable cargo. Several 
different Kansas railroad interests 
were lobbying in the capital for a 
route. When it became clear that the 
Leavenworth, Pawnee, and Western 
Railroad (LPW), which later became 
the Union Pacific, would triumph, 
Robinson helped it secure land in 
Lawrence for a route from Kansas 
City. The LPW paid Robinson in 
land. Although Robinson waited 
until it was clear that the Quindaro 
venture—the Missouri River and 
Rocky Mountain Railroad—could 
not prevail, he eventually threw in 
with Quindaro’s rivals and prof-
ited.34 

Meanwhile, others who had 
hoped for a railroad had to recon-
cile themselves to slower growth. 
Chadwick blamed Missourians 
who did not subscribe for the ex-
pected amount of stock, which oth-
erwise “would have put the road 

under contract this fall, & Ensured its success & Early 
completion.” Chadwick resolved, “We must now strug-
gle through the hard time as best we can—& be content 
to grow slowly.”35 The railroad had failed, but Quindaro 
still had hopes that a telegraph line would be constructed 
through the town. Houses were still being built, and there 
was sufficient population for a full-time Congregational 
minister.36 Nonetheless, Quindaro’s economic problems 
threatened not just slow growth but actual decline. Road 
grading faltered because money ran out. Rentals could 
not find tenants; “in fack more than one half of the houses 
are emty.” The Chindowan ceased publication. Morton 
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This 1867 Alexander Gardner stereo-card photo illustrates the degree of development and activity 
in nearby Leavenworth, Kansas. Courtesy of Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs.
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thought it unlikely that he would be able to sell the house 
in which he and Hiram Hill held an interest.37 

Abelard Guthrie was “on the Eve of bankruptcy.” 
Those in debt to Guthrie could not pay him, and it was 
impossible to obtain a loan in the territory: “There is no 
money here.” Guthrie hoped to borrow from Hill, but the 
New Yorker was disinclined to help. He had invested on 
Guthrie’s “promis and the promises of the Company . . .  
but in Consequence of your not doing as you agreed 
property Came to a Stand and went down So that nothing 
Could be Sold thare—then the Hard times Coming on 
it has ben Still worse to Sell property thare.” Hill had 
invested all his “available means” and more besides, 
having “borowed money thinking of Realising from my 
Kansas property.” However, “the hard times has drove 
me in to a Sharp Corner,” Hill lamented. “I have money 
due me from Kansas three times as much as you claim  
but Cannot get a dollar.”38  

Quindaro had always faced competition from towns 
such as Leavenworth, Wyandotte, and Kansas City. As the 
effects of the Panic grew, residents began to leave for those 
places. S. C. Pomeroy sold out his interests in spring 1858. 
By late fall, Morton had moved to Leavenworth, confess-
ing to Hiram Hill, “I do not [know] what to say about 
the prospects” in Quindaro. Jacob Henry moved “a very 
nice store” to Kansas City. The owner of the hotel was 
moving to Leavenworth, and another businessman was 
returning east. A manufacturer from Buffalo, New York, 
landed with his machinery, but “in coming up the river, 
he heard of course, the reports for & against the several 
places in Kansas, & he was beset to put his machinery up 
& a dozen other places.” At Kansas City and Wyandotte, 
people told him “all manner of lies about Quindaro,”  
including the claim that the town founders “had aban-
doned it, & it was a settled fact that Quindaro had ‘gone 
under.’” He decided against locating in Quindaro.39  Even 
though Robinson still owned extensive properties in 
Quindaro as late as 1860, he hedged his bets with land in 

Lawrence, lots in Kansas City, and shares in Topeka “& 
numerous other towns.”40 

Guthrie tried to stem the flow of outmigration, saying, 
“The prospects are better . . . at the presant time than they 
every were.” He dismissed the problems with unfinished 
roads that had caused Hill to impugn the company’s good 
faith. Guthrie insisted that the town had accomplished 
many other improvements that were much more impor-
tant than the “so much complained of” grading. An iron 
foundry and mill were about to open, and there was still 
hope for a railroad.41  

In the winter of 1858–1859, the town attempted to 
regroup. Postal routes were laid out, and another board 
of trade was founded. Its purpose was “the promotion of 
the trade commerce and general prosperity of Quindaro.” 
Although efforts were made to resume publishing the 
Chindowan, the paper now lacked an editor.42 Chadwick 
tried to appeal to investor Hill: “Something must be done 
& done right away to start up Quindaro, & if we do act 
in concert, & every one does all he can, we make it go, & 
property will sell again, if not then we go down—There 
will be a large emigration into Kansas next spring without 
a doubt . . . & a still larger emigration going to the gold 
region, [at Pikes Peak] or at least Equal to that settling 
here—The question is shall Quindaro open her ports & 
receive her Share, or keep them closed, & lose all.”43 

There was even talk of resuscitating the railroad ven-
ture: “The Parkville & Grand River Rail Road Enterprize 
is not given up & a strong hope and belief is, that it will 
yet be completed,” Chadwick reported. Subscribers were 
being solicited, and boosters touted Quindaro as “the 
only practicable point where a road can cross the River” to 
Parksville, Missouri. The Lawrence Board of Trade even 
“resolves that Quindaro be made the Eastern terminus 
of a Rail road to the Mo. River.”44  In early 1859, Morton  
announced that the Grand River Rail Road was under con-
tract. Hoping to secure payment from Hill, Guthrie made 
a glowing report: “We are making considerable progress 
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in Quindaro. The Parksville railroad is advertised for  
contract and as soon as finished we will be in communica-
tion by railroad with St. Louis and the East. The Telegraph 
wires are now up to Quindaro, and we have an extensive 
manufacturing establishment in progress of erection.” 
Guthrie thought that if Hill should visit and see the prog-
ress, he would “no longer grumble about Kansas Avenue 
and make it an excuse for withholding from me the little 
amount yet due.”45  Robinson even predicted, “I think rail-
road matters look very well for Quindaro.” In early 1860, 
when the Parkville and Grand River Railroad was under 
construction, the Quindaro city council passed a resolu-

tion to send Robinson and Thaddeus Hyatt as agents to 
Washington, D.C., to lobby for a grant of land to build the 
railroad westward from Quindaro to San Francisco.46 

However, when Morton wrote from Leavenworth 
about “projects under foot at Quindaro that is working 
very well,” it was with a view towards disposing of his 
“intrest thare.” Aggrieved that Guthrie wanted repay-
ment and feeling deceived by the company’s promises, 
Morton simply wanted to “settle up” and be done with 
Quindaro. When Hill did make a trip to the territory, he 
was unimpressed. He marveled at the size of Lawrence’s 
rats—“almost as Large as muskrats”—which at least 
proved that “the teretory will produce Something.” As for 
the people, they were “a promising Set of Cut throats”—
promising to pay, that is—but not honest businessmen.47 

Like Hill, the investors sought to place blame. 
Chadwick faulted the Quindaro Company: “There is no 
reason under the sun, only bad management, that we are 
not prospering now, and Quindaro quadruple the num-
ber of its present population.” If the company had been 
“a little more liberal, and a good deal more energetic,” the 
town would have “a large commercial business.” Instead 
“there has been no pulling, or working together as there 
should be.”48 In truth, Quindaro failed because it did not 
acquire a central place on the growing transportation net-
work. Its steep hills impeded town building, and with 
railroads displacing river traffic as the key to economic 
development, the failure to acquire a route through the 
town was its death knell.

Nonetheless, the personal squabbles gave those who 
lost money an outlet for their anger. Guthrie blamed 
Robinson, calling him an “incubus” who had prevented 
the town from prospering. Guthrie and Robinson had gone 
into arbitration to “settle the affairs of the Quindaro Co.” 
Guthrie alleged that “Robinson and his confederates swore 
to things they knew to be false.” By these means, Guthrie 
felt Robinson succeeded in having “everything his own 
way.” Guthrie accused Robinson of selling the company’s 
property, ostensibly to pay its debts but really to “put the 
money into his own pocket”; moreover, Robinson had 
failed to pay Guthrie for lands purchased while acting as 
the governor’s agent. Robinson’s defenders—who called 
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Guthrie “disappointed, irascible, and vindictive”—
attributed Quindaro’s failure to the Panic of 1857 
and the superior locations of other towns, such 
as Kansas City.49 Guthrie was bitter over his own 
losses, which no doubt contributed to his attack 
on Robinson. It does not appear that Robinson 
embezzled from the town company, but he had 
diversified his portfolio by investing in other town 
sites, and he was quick to profit from the successful 
railroad venture when the prospective Quindaro 
route foundered. 

Quindaro’s fate was not unusual. The historical 
geographer James R. Shortridge noted that of the 
thousands of towns founded in Kanas, “only a 
minority survived in any form at all.” In the winter of 
1862, the state legislature revoked the city’s charter. 
During the national Civil War, the Ninth Kansas 
Regiment was stationed in Quindaro, using abandoned 
buildings for firewood. Quindaro’s progressive legacy 
continued with the founding of a freedman’s school there 
during the Civil War. After the war, the school became 
Western University, the first college for African Americans 
west of the Mississippi River. In 1911, the college and 
town erected a statue of the abolitionist John Brown to 
honor the community’s abolitionist heritage.50  

Whittier’s “The Kansas Emigrants” called on free-state 
migrants to make Kansas “the homestead of the free.” 
While the migrants exalted the ideals of liberty, they 
called Kansas “a homestead,” a place to make a livelihood, 
demonstrating the intertwined nature of free-state 
ideals of freedom and economic advancement. After all, 
slavery and free labor were competing economic ideals. 

Both proslavery and free-state settlers saw the territory 
as a place to make money. Proslavery settlers exploited 
African American slaves to advance their owners’ 
economic returns, while freestaters privileged free labor 
as not just morally but also economically superior.51 
Neither group, however, rejected materialist goals. In her 
own contribution to free-state poetry, a former mill girl, 
Lucy Larcom, expressed this dual aim when she urged 
northern settlers to “Bring the sickle, speed the plow, / 
Turn the ready soil! / Freedom is the noblest pay / For 
the true man’s toil.” Antislavery men might indeed be 
singing “upon the Kansas plains / A song of liberty,” but 
they wielded sickle and plow to profit economically from 
their toil.52 
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